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Abstract
In this article we resolve some of the open problems left in two other articles. A c-Bhaskar Rao
design, i.e., a c-BRD(v; k; ), is formed by signing the v by b incidence matrix of a BIBD(v; k; )
so that the inner product of any two distinct rows is c. We complete Greig, Hurd, McCranie and
Sarvate’s work on the spectrum of c-BRD(v; 4; ) when c = 0. In the classic (i.e., c = 0) case,
we establish the existence of 0-BRD(3t + 1; 4; 2) for all 3t + 1¿ 433, with at most 30 smaller
exceptions, all with t odd. Morgan, Preece and Rees have given a list of nested BIBDs with
v6 16 and r6 30; they have one open case. By reformulating this problem, and constructing a
(−1)-BRD(16; 10; 9), we provide a solution for this open case.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A balanced incomplete block design, a BIBD(v; b; r; k; ), consists of a set, say V,
with v elements, a collection, B, of b subsets (or blocks) of V, such that every element
appears in r blocks, each block contains k elements, and each pair of elements of V are
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together in  blocks. Duplicated or identical blocks are allowed. All BIBDs necessarily
satisfy
vr= bk (1)
(v− 1)= r(k − 1) (2)
and we will thus usually follow custom and just use the parameters (v; k; ). With
elements and blocks labeled arbitrarily, we form the incidence matrix of a BIBD as a
{0; 1}-valued matrix whose (i; j)th entry is 1 if the ith element of V is in block j and
is 0 otherwise. We do not distinguish between a design and its incidence matrix. If N
is the incidence matrix of a BIBD and NT its transpose, then
NNT = (r − )I + J:
Here, as usual, I is the identity matrix and J is the matrix whose entries are all 1’s.
A c-Bhaskar Rao design, or c-BRD(v; k; ), is a {0; 1;−1}-valued matrix X such
that:
(1) XX T has diagonal elements equal to r and oI diagonal elements equal to c, or
equivalently, XX T = (r − c)I + cJ ; and
(2) if the minus ones in X are changed to +1, then a BIBD(v; k; ) is the result.
When c=0, the matrices have been called Bhaskar Rao designs (BRDs), see e.g., [1,2],
and have been the subject of considerable study. For c =0, although there were some
earlier sporadic examples, the general problem only began to be treated systematically
in [9]. The existence problem for c-BRD(v; 3; )’s has been settled [10,11], and further
work includes [7,12]. In [6], the existence problem for c-BRD(v; 4; )’s was studied,
and in the present paper we resolve most of the cases left open in that article.
If c¿0, then all the open cases can be solved by juxtaposition provided we 5rst solve
for (− 2)-BRD(v; 4; ) with the smallest open ; similarly, if c60, then all the open
cases can be solved by juxtaposition provided we 5rst solve for (cmin +2)-BRD(v; 4; )
with the smallest open . We concentrate initially on what may be considered the basic
cases; these are 0-BRD(v; 4; 2), 1-BRD(v; 4; 3) and 4-BRD(v; 4; 6). If we solved all of
these, then we would be done. However, we were unable to do this in the case c=0,
and so were forced to also consider constructions for 2-BRD(v; 4; 4), (−1)-BRD(v; 4; 5)
and (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 8) for some values of v.
The structure of the paper is that we 5rst summarize the status of the existence
problem for c-BRD(v; 4; ). We then give several general recursive constructions in
Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the computational aspects of the direct signing
of incidence matrices, and give examples of these directly signed designs. Also, in
Section 4 we are able to provide a new nested BIBD by reformulating that problem
as one of constructing a (−1)-BRD(v; 10; 9). In Section 5, we exploit the designs we
constructed by direct signing in Section 4, and our recursive techniques, to construct
most of the 0-BRD(v; 4; 2)’s, and, for the values we failed to construct, we construct
(−1)-BRD(v; 4; 5)’s and (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 8)’s in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we
look at the open cases with c¿0. In Sections 6 and 7 our new direct constructions are
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Table 1
Necessary conditions for the existence of a c-BRD(v; 4; )
A (v− 1)≡ 0 (mod 3)




c (mod 2) if v¿4
c (mod 4) if v=4
Table 2
Necessary and suMcient conditions for the existence of a BIBD(v; 4; )
 v
A ≡ 1; 5 (mod 6) v ≡ 1; 4 (mod 12)
B ≡ 2; 4 (mod 6) v ≡ 1 (mod 3)
C ≡ 3 (mod 6) v ≡ 0; 1 (mod 4)
D ≡ 0 (mod 6) v¿4
by attaching signs to the elements of base blocks in diIerence families. Unfortunately,
we do not see how to do this for the missing 0-BRD(v; 4; 2)’s.
2. Status of the existence problem for k =4
In this section, we give some results on the possible values of a c-BRD(v; k; ). The
necessary conditions given in Table 1 were established in [6].
The 5rst two of these conditions are (along with v¿4) the necessary conditions for
a BIBD(v; 4; ). These conditions are known to be suMcient [8], and are re-expressed
in Table 2.
We summarize the open cases left after [6] in Table 3; in all other cases, the neces-
sary conditions given in Table 1 are suMcient, with the exception of 0-BRD(10; 4; 2),
and (3t − 2)-BRD(5; 4; 3t) for every t¿0, which are known to be impossible [5,7].
One basic objective in this article is to reduce the open cases of Table 3 to those
given in Table 4.
3. Basic constructions
There are several basic ways to construct speci5c examples of c-BRDs.
The simplest is the replacement of chosen 1’s in a BIBD with −1’s (to create a
c-BRD). This is called signing and we give some examples of this method later.
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Table 3
Previously unknown c-BRD(v; 4; )
 c Open cases
2 0 v¿10 v≡ 4 (mod 6)
3 1 v¿5 16; 40; 44; 45; 52; 53; 68; 69; 76; 77; 88; 93; 101
4 2 v¿4 46; 52; 76; 94
5 3 v¿4 52; 76
6t + 5¿5 −2t − 1 v¿4 v≡ 4 (mod 6)
6t¿6 6t − 2 v¿5 11; 35; 38; 39; 45
6t + 2¿8 −2t v¿4 v≡ 4 (mod 6)
6t + 3¿9 6t + 1 v¿5 45
Table 4
Currently unknown c-BRD(v; 4; )
 c Open cases
2 0 v¿10 22; 28; 34; 40; 46; 58; 70; 82; 94; 118; 130,
142; 154; 178; 190; 202; 214; 238; 262; 274,
298; 310; 322; 334; 370; 382; 418; 430
Another basic construction is the process we call juxtaposition, that is, the plac-
ing of several incidence matrices side-by-side to build an example with the desired
parameters.
Lemma 1. If a c1-BRD(v; k; 1) and a c2-BRD(v; k; 2) both exist, then a (c1 + c2)-
BRD(v; k; 1 + 2) exists also.
However, for constructing an in5nite class, we will need to use the recursive tech-
niques developed in [4,6]. For the convenience of the reader, we will restate these basic
methods here. In Chaudhry et al. [4], the powerful recursive construction, known as
Wilson’s fundamental construction, or WFC, was adapted from group divisible designs,
or GDDs, to the analogous Bhaskar Rao type designs, or BRGDDs.
Denition 2. A (K; ) GDD is a triple, (V;B;G), where V is a set of v points, G
is a partition of V into g groups, G1; G2; : : : ; Gg, and B is a set of blocks, with the
property that every pair of points from diIerent groups appears in  blocks, and every
pair of points from the same group appears in no blocks. Furthermore, every block of
B has a size in the list K . The vector (|G1|; |G2|; : : : ; |Gg|) of group sizes is known as
the group type, and is often written using exponential notation, with the parentheses
omitted.
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The incidence matrix, N , of a (K; ) GDD has the property that every oI-diagonal
element of NNT is either  or zero; (the diagonal need not be constant).
Denition 3. A c-(K; ) Bhaskar Rao GDD, or BRGDD, is de5ned by its {0;−1;+1}-
valued incidence matrix, X , which has the property that if we replace all the minus
ones by plus ones, then the resulting matrix, N , is the incidence matrix of a (K; )
GDD. Furthermore, every oI-diagonal element of XX T is either c or zero, and if we
replace all the ’s by c’s in NNT, then the resulting matrix is XX T. We use the group
type of the underlying GDD as the group type of the BRGDD.
We now give the variant of WFC for Bhaskar Rao GDDs.
Theorem 4. Suppose we have a master c1-(K ′; 1) BRGDD with group type G=
(|G1|; : : : ; |Gg|). Suppose w(x) is a positive weighting function deAned for each point
of the master design. For each block B= {b1; : : : ; bk′}, assume that we have an ingre-
dient c2-(K; 2) BRGDD with a group type vector of W (B)= (|w(b1)|; : : : ; |w(bk′)|).











Proof. If we ignore the signing aspect, this theorem is simply the WFC for GDDs
[17], so the only aspect we need deal with is the signing. The signing rule we use is
that when we are looking at a master block containing bi with a sign of s1(bi), and in
a block of the appropriate ingredient design we have wj(bi) with a sign of s2(wj(bi));
then in the resultant design we give the point a sign of s1(bi)∗s2(wj(bi)). Now consider
a master pair (bi; bm). This pair has the same sign (1 + c1)=2 times and opposite signs
(1−c1)=2 times; for each ingredient design on this pair, the point pair (wj(bi); wn(bm))
has the same sign in the ingredient design (2 + c2)=2 times, so in the resultant this
pair will have the same sign
(1 + c1)(2 + c2)=4 + (1 − c1)(2 − c2)=4
times for a total of (12 + c1c2)=2 times, which corresponds to the result we are
seeking.
We next look at 5lling in the groups of the BRGDD.
Theorem 5. Suppose that we have a c-(k; ) BRGDD with group type G=
(|G1|; |G2|; : : : ; |Gg|), and for the Arst group, we have a c-BRD(|G1|+w; k; ), whilst for
the remaining groups we have a c-BRD(|Gi|+w; k; ) that is missing a c-BRD(w; k; )
subdesign, then we have a c-BRD(v + w; k; ), where v=
∑
i |Gi|, which contains a
c-BRD(|G1|+ w; k; ) subdesign.
Proof. Augment the point set of the BRGDD with w new points, and use the
c-BRD(|Gi| + w; k; ) missing a c-BRD(w; k; ) subdesign to 5ll the ith group (for
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i¿1), ensuring that the missing subdesign is aligned on the w new points. Finally, use
the c-BRD(|G1|+ w; k; ) to complete the design.
Remark 6. Every c-BRD(v; k; ) has a c-BRD(w; k; ) subdesign if w=0 or 1: these
trivial subdesigns contain no blocks.
We can also derive the following improved variant of a result originally due to Lam
and Seberry [13] in the c=0 case.
Theorem 7. If there exists a c-BRD(v; k; ) and a c-BRD(u + w; k; ) missing a
c-BRD(w; k; ), and if further there exists a TD(k; u), then there exists a c-BRD(uv+
w; k; ) missing a c-BRD(w; k; ). If there also exists a c-BRD(u + w; k; ) or a
c-BRD(w; k; ), then there is a c-BRD(uv + w; k; ) containing a c-BRD(u + w; k; )
subdesign and a c-BRD(v; k; ) subdesign.
Proof. Take the c-BRD(v; k; ) as the master in Theorem 4, and give each point a
weight of u. The TD provides the ingredient, and generates a c-(k; ) BRGDD of type
uv. Then 5ll the groups using Theorem 5, to get the result.
4. Direct signing: computational aspects
There are two obvious ways of constructing a c-BRD(v; k; ) by computer. One may
either build up its {0; 1;−1}-matrix row by row (or column by column, although for a
construction of a combinatorial design point by point is often preferred), or one may
construct BIBD(v; k; )’s and try to sign these. Although we initially tried the former
approach for the 0-BRD(16; 4; 2), we switched to the latter approach, and this proved
more eMcient for these parameters, and we used this latter approach for our other
signings.
The full automorphism group of a BIBD(v; k; ) may be utilized to reduce the search
space in a search for signings. Indeed, since the examples in Sections 6 and 7 all
employ diIerence families, they are exploiting a large automorphism group. However,
in the cases where we employ direct signing, there were no obvious suitable diIerence
families. Moreover, as most BIBDs have no nontrivial automorphisms, no worthwhile
speed-up was foreseen by considering such automorphisms. Symmetries may, however,
be utilized in the following ways.
If all entries of a column of a matrix X of a BRD are multiplied by −1, the inner
products of two rows are not aIected. Therefore, we may without loss of generality
assume that the 5rst nonzero entry of a column is 1. If c=0, we may multiply all
entries of one row by −1 without aIecting inner products. So, with c=0, we may
additionally assume that the 5rst nonzero entry of each row is 1. The search space is
reduced considerably by 5xing these entries.
After 5xing some of the signed entries as described above, we search for a signing
in a row-by-row manner. When a new row is completed in this backtrack search, it
is checked whether its inner products with previous rows are c. (Actually, with clever
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Table 5
A (−1)-BRD(16; 10; 9)
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P . . . . . . . . .
P P P P n n n n n . . . . . . P P P P P P . . .
P P P n P n . . . n n n . . . n n n . . . P P P
P P P n n P . . . . . . n n n . . . n n n n n n
P n n . . . P P P n n n . . . . . . P P P n n n
n P n . . . P P P . . . n n n P P P . . . P P P
n n P . . . . . . P P P n n n n n n P P P . . .
n . . n n . P n . P n . P P . P n . P n . P n .
n . . n n . n . P n . P P . P n . P n . P n . P
n . . n n . . P n . P n . P P . P n . P n . P n
. n . P . n n P . P n . P . n n . P . n n . P n
. n . P . n P . n n . P . n P . P n n n . P n .
. n . P . n . n P . P n n P . P n . n . n n . P
. . n . P P n n . P n . . n P . P n P . n n . P
. . n . P P n . n n . P n P . P n . . n P . P n
. . n . P P . n n . P n P . n n . P n P . P n .
Table 6
A 4-BRD(11; 4; 6)
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P P P P P n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P P P P P P P P P P P P P P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P P P P P . n . . . . . . . . . . . . . n . . . . . . . . . . . . . P P P P P P P P P P P P P . . . . . . . .
P P P . . . . P P n . . . . . . . . . . . P P n . . . . . . . . . . P P n . . . . . . . . . . P P P P P P P P
. . . P P . . . . . P P P n . . . . . . . . . . P P P n . . . . . . . . . P P n P . . . . . . P n P P P P . .
. . . . . n P P P . P P . . . . . . . . . . . . P P . . P P n . . . . . . . . . . P P P P P . P P . . . . n P
. . . . . n P P . . . . . . P P P . . . n . . . . . P . . . . P P P . . . P P . . P . . . . P . . P P n . P P
. . . . . . . . P n P . P . P . . P . . . P P . . . . n . . . P P P . . . . . P P . P n P . P . . . . . P n .
. . . . . . . . . P . P P n . . . . P P . . . n . . . . P P P P P . P P . P n . . . . . . P P . . . . . P . P
. . . . . . . . . . . . . n . P P P P P n P P . P . . . P P . . . . . . P . . P . . P P . n . . . P P P . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . n P P P P P . . . P . P P n . . P . . P P P n . . . P P . . P . . P P . . . . . .
programming, one may often see even before a row signing is complete that it will
not lead to a desired signing, and at that point one can of course backtrack.)
The search for a signing is fastest with small values of . (As an extreme example, it
is not feasible to construct Hadamard matrices by signing its underlying all-1 matrix.)
In constructing BIBDs, it is, in some cases, possible at an early stage to reject
designs that cannot be signed in a required way. Clearly, if a BIBD is constructed
point by point and a partial design cannot be signed, then a completed BIBD cannot
be signed. As another example, if =2 and c=0, then we need only consider super-
simple designs (no two blocks meet in more than two points). It is easy to see that if
two blocks meet in three (or more) points, then a signing is not possible.
We used the approach described above to construct the designs given in Tables 5
and 6 and discussed in the sequel. In constructing the BIBDs, an orderly algorithm
used in, for example, [16] was employed.
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Table 7
A 0-BRD(13; 4; 2) missing a 0-BRD(4; 4; 2)
U U P P P P P P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U . . . . . . P P P P P P . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U . . . . . . . . . . . . P P P P P P . . . . . .
U U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P P P P P P
. . P n . . . . P n . . . . P n . . . . P n . . . .
. . P . n . . . n . P . . . . . n P . . . . n P . .
. . P . . n . . . P . n . . . . P . n . . . . . P n
. . . P n . . . . . . . P n P . . . n . . . P . n .
. . . P . . n . . . P n . . . . . . P n P . . n . .
. . . . P . . n . n . . P . . P . . . n . . . P . n
. . . . . P n . n . . . P . . . . n . P . n . . P .
. . . . . P . n . . . n . P . n . P . . n . P . . .
. . . . . . P n . . P . . n n . P . . . . n . . . P
Table 8
A 0-BRD(16; 4; 2) missing a 0-BRD(4; 4; 2)
U U P P P P P P P P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U . . . . . . . . P P P P P P P P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P P P P P P P P . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P P P P P P P P . . . . . .
. . P n . . . . . . P n . . . . . . P n . . . . . . P n . . . . . . P P . . . .
. . P . n . . . . . n . P . . . . . . . n P . . . . . . P n . . . . . . P P . .
. . P . . n . . . . . P n . . . . . . . . . n P . . . . . . n P . . . . . . P P
. . . P n . . . . . . n . P . . . . . . . . . . n P . . . . . . n P . . n . P .
. . . P . . n . . . . . . . n P . . P . n . . . . . . . . . n . P . . . . n . n
. . . . P . . n . . . . . . P . n . . . . P . . n . n . . . . P . . P . . . . n
. . . . . P n . . . . . . . . . n P . n P . . . . . . . P . . . . n n . . . P .
. . . . . P . . n . . . . . . P . n n . . . . . P . . . . n . P . . . P n . . .
. . . . . . P . . n . . . P . . n . . . . n P . . . . P . . n . . . . P P . . .
. . . . . . . P n . . . P . . n . . . . . . n . . P . P . . . . . n P . . n . .
. . . . . . . P . n P . . . . . . n . . . . . P . n . . P . . . n . . n . . . n
. . . . . . . . P n . . . n P . . . . P . . . n . . P . . n . . . . . . . n P .
Two of the designs, in Tables 7 and 8, have some additional properties that were
taken into account in constructing corresponding BIBDs. Actually, the 0-BRD(13; 4; 2)
missing a 0-BRD(4; 4; 2) in Table 7 has parameters that make a complete classi5-
cation of the underlying BIBD(13; 4; 2) possible [14]. There are 2461 such BIBDs,
out of which 81 have two repeated blocks, and only one of these has the required
signing.
The hardest instance was that of 5nding a 0-BRD(16; 4; 2), which took several hours.
Nearly all of the time was consumed by the algorithm that constructed super-simple
BIBD(16; 4; 2) designs; more than 10,000 such BIBDs were tested before one that
could be signed was encountered.
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4.1. A nested BIBD
In Greig et al. [6], it was shown that a BIBD(v; k; k − 1) can only be signed
into a (−1)-BRD(v; k; k − 1) if k is even and every block receives exactly k=2 mi-
nus signs. Consequently, using the signs in the BRD to divide the blocks into sub-
blocks of size k=2, we see these sub-blocks must form a BIBD(v; k=2; k=2 − 1). Thus,
a (−1)-BRD(v; k; k − 1) gives us an example of a BIBD(v; k; k − 1) with a nested
BIBD(v; k=2; k=2− 1). The existence of a (−1)-BRD(16; 10; 9) is of particular interest,
as this corresponds to the only open case in the list of small nested BIBDs in Morgan
et al. [15, Case 39]. We give an example of this missing nested BIBD, as a BRD, in
Table 5; to increase legibility in the signed incidence matrix, we have replaced “0”,
“+1” and “−1”, by “.”, “P” and “n”.
4.2. Examples with block size 4
Our 5rst example is for a 4-BRD(11; 4; 6). Note that a diIerence family solution
over Z11 would require 5 mixed sign diIerences over the 5 base blocks, but these only
come in sets of 3 or 4.
The next two examples are of 0-BRD(v; 4; 2)’s missing a 0-BRD(4; 4; 2) subdesign.
In these examples, the missing subdesign is indicated by the presence of two identical
unsigned blocks, indicated by “U”. The unsigned design is a BIBD(v; 4; 2), and these
two blocks form a BIBD(4; 4; 2) subdesign. Removing these two blocks gives our
design. It might be noted that no 0-BRD(4; 4; 2) can exist.
Although 0-BRD(v; 4; )’s are known to exist for all other cases (for more details,
see [6]), no example of a 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) with v≡ 4 (mod 6) was previously known.
Indeed, it is known that no such design is possible for v=4 or 10; the former is an
obvious result, and the latter was the result of a complete hand search [5].
Here we construct the 5rst example of the missing class, a 0-BRD(16; 4; 2)
(Table 9).
5. The case c=0
The case c=0 is the case of the classical BRD, and the following result was estab-
lished in [6].
Theorem 8. The necessary conditions for a 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) are either
(1) v≡ 1 (mod 6), or
(2) v≡ 4 (mod 6), with v¿10.
A suCcient condition for the existence of a 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) is v≡ 1 (mod 6).
We now have an example of a 0-BRD(16; 4; 2), and we also have examples of
0-BRD(v; 4; 2)’s missing a 0-BRD(4; 4; 2) subdesign for v=13 and 16. Our aim here
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Table 9
A 0-BRD(16; 4; 2)
P P P P P P P P P P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P n . . . . . . . . P P P P P P P P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P . n . . . . . . . n . . . . . . . P P P P P P P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P . . n . . . . . . . n . . . . . . n . . . . . . P P P P P P . . . . . . . . .
. P n . . . . . . . P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n P . . . . P P P P P . . . .
. P . n . . . . . . . P . . . . . . . P n . . . . . . . . . . n . . . . P P P P
. . P . n . . . . . . . n P . . . . . . . P . . . . . P n . . . P . . . P n . .
. . . P n . . . . . . . P . n . . . . . . . n P . . . . . P . . . n P . . . P .
. . . . P n . . . . n . . . . P . . . . . . . . n . . P . . n . . . . P . . P n
. . . . . P n . . . . . . n . . P . n . . . P . . n . . . . . . . n . . P . . n
. . . . . P . n . . . . . . P . n . . n . P . . . . . . P . n n . . P . . . . .
. . . . . . P . n . . . n . . . P . . n . . . . P . n . . P . . . . . P . P . .
. . . . . . P . . n . . . . P n . . . . n . . P . . P . n . . . n . . . . . . n
. . . . . . . P n . . . . . . P . n . . n . P . . P . n . . . . . . P . . n . .
. . . . . . . P . n . . . n . . . P P . . . . . n . . . . P . n P . . . . . n .
. . . . . . . . P n . P . . . . . n . . . P . n . . . . . . P . . n . P n . . .
is to exploit these designs to deal with the 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) case when v≡ 4 (mod 6).
However, in order to progress, we 5rst need some examples of 0-(k; 2) BRGDDs; the
following constructions were taken from [4,6].
Lemma 9. If q=2t + 1 is a prime power, then a 0-(q; 2) BRGDD of type t q+1
exists.
Lemma 10. If n is a power of 2 and k62n, then a 0-(k; 2) BRGDD of type nk
exists.
Lemma 11. The following 0-(k; 2) BRGDDs of type mk exist:
(1) type m5 for m=10;
(2) type m6 for m∈{6; 12; 14; 18; 22; 24; 26};
(3) type m8 for m∈{20; 28};
(4) type m10 for m=40.
In all cases the underlying GDD is a transversal design.
Remark 12. A careful examination of Abel’s 5 by 20 diIerence matrix developed over
Z2 × Z2 × Z5, given in [6], reveals that if one uses the 5rst index to assign signs, then
the 5rst two circulants have the same sign pattern. Consequently, we may assign a
5xed element ∞i to column i and −∞i to column i + 5 for i=1; 2; : : : ; 5 to obtain a
0-({5; 6}; 2) BRGDD of type 10551, and, by deleting two in5nite points, a 0-({5; 6}; 2)
BRGDD of type 10531.
Theorem 13. If n¿4, then a 0-BRD(12n+ 4; 4; 2) exists.
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Table 10
Examples of constructions using Theorem 7
91=7 ∗ 13 106=7 ∗ 15 + 1 286=19 ∗ 15 + 1
358=7 ∗ 51 + 1 466=31 ∗ 15 + 1 502=7 ∗ (88− 19) + 19
Proof. If n¿4, then it was shown in [3] that a (4; 1) GDD of type 6n exists; use this
as a master in Theorem 4, with a (4; 2) BRGDD of type 24 given by Lemma 10 as
ingredient to obtain a (4; 2) BRGDD of type 12n. By Theorem 5, we may 5ll this
using 4 in5nite points, using our 0-BRD(16; 4; 2) missing a 0-BRD(4; 4; 2) subdesign
for all groups but one, and a 0-BRD(16; 4; 2) for the 5nal group to obtain our design.
For n=4, we may similarly 5ll a (4; 2) BRGDD of type 124 given by Lemma 10 to
obtain our design.
We can also immediately use Theorem 7 with our 0-BRD(16; 4; 2) of Table 9 to get
a number of new 0-BRD(v; 4; 2)’s (Table 10).
Many of the remaining theorems of this section use the following useful set of
ingredient designs.
Lemma 14. If n¿4 and n≡ 0; 1 (mod 4), then a (4; 1) GDD of type 3n exists.
Proof. Since a BIBD(3n+ 1; 4; 1) exists, we may take this BIBD and remove a point
and its lines, and use these lines to de5ne the groups.
In order to prove the main theorems of this section, we need some instances of
Theorem 4. A very useful set of ingredient GDDs is provided by the following lemma.
Lemma 15. Let 06r62n, with either 26n614 or n≡ 0 (mod 2), n¿14. Then a
0-(4; 2) BRGDD of type 6n43r1 exists.
Proof. If 26n614 or n=20, we may start with a 0-(5; 2) BRGDD of type 2n5, given
by Lemmas 10 or 11, truncate one group to size r, and then give all points a weight
of 3 in Theorem 4, with the needed ingredients given by Lemma 14, to get our design.
Alternatively, we may start with a TD(5; n), and use this as the master design in
Theorem 4. We may give points a weight of 0, 3, 6, 9 or 12 in one group, for a
total of 3r, and a weight of 12 for all other groups; the needed ingredients come from
setting n=2 in the BRGDDs just constructed above. Thus, we get a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD
of type 12n43r1 for 063r612n for n¿3, n =6 or 10. Reparameterizing, this is a
0-(4; 2) BRGDD of type 6n43r1 for 063r66n for even n¿6, n =12 or 20; however,
the exceptional cases n=12 and 20 were given above.
Corollary 16. A 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) exists for v∈{88; 490; 538}.
Proof. Take (n; 3r; w)= (3; 15; 1), (16; 90; 16) or (18; 105; 1) in Lemma 15; by
Theorem 5, we may 5ll the groups using w in5nite points.
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Lemma 17. Let v≡ 4 (mod 12) and let 063r64(v − 1); then a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of
type 12v3r1 exists.
Proof. Start with an RBIBD(v; 4; 1) and adjoin in5nite points to (v − 1)=3 parallel
classes. Now give the 5nite points a weight of 12 in Theorem 4, and the in5nite points
a weight of 0, 3, 6, 9 or 12, such that the total weight of the in5nite points is 3r, with
the needed ingredients given by Lemma 15, with n=2, to get our BRGDD.
Corollary 18. A 0-BRD(442; 4; 2) exists.
Proof. Take (v; 3r)= (28; 105) in Lemma 17; by Theorem 5, we may 5ll the groups
using an in5nite point.
Lemma 19. A 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of type 6n exists for n∈{4; 5; 6}.
Proof. Take q=5 in Lemma 9 to give a 0-(5; 2) BRGDD of type 26. We may delete a
group to get a 0-({4; 5}; 2) BRGDD of type 25; we may also get a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of
type 24 from Lemma 10. Using these as the master in Theorem 4, with the ingredients
given by Lemma 14, gives our result.
Lemma 20. A 0-BRD(250; 4; 2) exists.
Proof. Take q=13 in Lemma 9 to give a 0-(13; 2) BRGDD of type 614, and delete a
point to get a 0-({12; 13}; 2) BRGDD of type 61351. Give these points a weight of 3
in Theorem 4, with the ingredients given by Lemma 14, to get a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of
type 1813151; by Theorem 5, we may 5ll the groups using an in5nite point.
Lemma 21. If a TD(6; n) exists, and 063r66n, then a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of type
6n53r1 exists.
Proof. Using q=5 in Lemma 9, take the 0-(5; 2) BRGDD of type 26 and remove 0,
1 or 2 points from one group. Use this as the master in Theorem 4, giving points
a weight of 3, to get a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of type 653m1 for 06m62. Now take the
TD(6; n) as the master in another application of Theorem 4, and give points in 5 groups
a weight of 6, and in the last group give points a weight of 0, 3 or 6, so that the total
weight in this group is 3r. The needed ingredients are the BRGDDs we constructed
5rst.
Corollary 22. A 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) exists for v∈A∪B∪C ∪D, where
(1) A= {166; 226; 346; 406; 526},
(2) B= {394; 454; 514},
(3) C = {718},
(4) D= {478}.
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Table 11
Values of v for which no 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) is known
(4) (10) 22 28 34 40 46 58 70 82
94 118 130 142 154 178 190 202 214 238
262 274 298 310 322 334 370 382 418 430
Proof. Take 3r=15 for A; take 3r=63 for B; take 3r=87 for C. Apply Lemma 21.
We may 5ll the groups of all these BRGDDs using an in5nite point by Theorem 5.
For v=478, using n=13 in Lemma 21, we get a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of type 785751.
We may 5ll the groups using 13 in5nite points by Theorem 5, noting that the
0-BRD(91; 4; 2) we constructed using Theorem 7 has a 0-BRD(13; 4; 2) subdesign.
Lemma 23. A 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) exists for v∈{550; 622}.
Proof. Start with a 0-(6; 2) BRGDD of type m6 given by Lemma 10 and truncate
one group to size n, or, in the case that m=10 and n=3, take the BRGDD from
Remark 12. Now, using (5; 1) GDDs of types 45 and 46 (given by puncturing PG(2; 4)
and AG(2; 5)) as ingredients, we get a 0-(5; 2) BRGDD of type 4m54n1 via Theo-
rem 4. Now truncate one group of size 4m to size r, give all remaining points a
weight of 3, again apply Theorem 4 to get a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of type 12m412n13r1,
and then 5ll the groups of this BRGDD using w in5nite points by Theorem 5. We
take (v; m; n; r; w)= (550; 8; 5; 30; 16) or (622; 10; 3; 35; 1). Note that 0-BRD(v; 4; 2)’s for
v=106 and 112 both contain 0-BRD(16; 4; 2) subdesigns.
Theorem 24. A 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) exists if v¿562 and v =∈{622; 718}.
Proof. Start with a TD(6;m) as the master design in Theorem 4 and truncate one group
to size n and another to size r, then give all points a weight of 6, using Lemma 19
for ingredients, to get a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of type 6m46n16r1.
Take r=17, and m=17, 20 or m¿24 and m even; take 86n6m and n even. We
may 5ll the resulting BRGDD using 4 in5nite points, noting that our 0-BRD(106; 4; 2)
has a 0-BRD(16; 4; 2) subdesign, which could be replaced by a 0-BRD(16; 4; 2) missing
a 0-BRD(4; 4; 2) subdesign.
The ranges for 17 and 20, and 20 and 24 do not overlap, which explains the two
exceptional values; however, a TD(6; t) exists for all t¿22, and larger ranges do
overlap, even with t restricted to even values.
We may summarize the results of this section in Table 11.
6. The cases with c negative
In order to complete the spectrum for c¡0, it is really only the cases where c=−1
and c= − 2 that matter, since if a (−1)-BRD(v; 4; 5) exists, we may construct a
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(−2t − 1)-BRD(v; 4; 6t + 5) by juxtaposing t copies of a (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 6), and if
a (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 8) exists, we may construct a (−2t)-BRD(v; 4; 6t+2) by juxtaposing
t − 1 copies of a (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 6), and thus deal with all the other open cases with
c¡− 2.
6.1. c = −1
Here we consider the case of a (−1)-BRD(v; 4; 5); the necessary conditions for this
BRD are v≡ 1; 4 (mod 12) and v¿4.
Lemma 25. If a 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) exists, then so does a (−1)-BRD(v; 4; 5).
Proof. We may juxtapose a (−1)-BRD(v; 4; 3) with a 0-BRD(v; 4; 2).
Example 26. A (−1)-BRD(28; 4; 5) over Z27∪{∞}. We have the following base blocks
(note that the 5rst two base blocks have a short cycle):
{∞; 0; 9; 18} {∞; 0; 9; 18} {−∞; 0; 11; 12} {−0; 1;−3; 12}
{−0; 1; 4; 9} {−0; 1;−5; 18} {−0;−1; 3; 7} {−0;−2; 5; 24}
{−0; 2;−10; 16} {−0;−2; 12; 16} {−0; 4; 10;−20} {−0; 5;−12; 19}
{−0;−6; 12; 19}
A (−1)-BRD(40; 4; 5) over Z39 ∪{∞}. We have the following base blocks (note that
the 5rst two base blocks have a short cycle):
{−∞; 0; 13; 26} {∞; 0; 13; 26} {∞;−0; 8;−10} {0; 1; 4;−33}
{−3; 28;−36; 37} {−7; 9;−19; 30} {−12; 27;−31; 34} {0; 2;−6; 13}
{−3; 28; 36;−37} {−7; 9; 19;−30} {−12; 27;−31; 34} {−0; 2;−6; 13}
{−0;−1; 14; 19} {−0; 1;−17; 36} {−0; 8; 17;−29} {0; 2; 14; 17}
{−0; 5; 13;−28} {−0; 5;−14; 20} {−0; 7;−16; 28}
Theorem 27. If v≡ 1; 4 (mod 12) and v¿4, then a (−1)-BRD(v; 4; 5) exists.
Proof. We already know that a 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) exists for all v =∈{28; 40}, so the result
follows by Lemma 25; the exceptions are covered by Example 26.
6.2. c = −2
Here we consider the case of a (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 8); the necessary conditions for this
BRD are v≡ 1 (mod 3) and v¿4.
Lemma 28. A (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 8) exists if either
(1) a 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) exists; or
(2) a (−1)-BRD(v; 4; 5) exists.
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Proof. We may juxtapose a (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 6) with a 0-BRD(v; 4; 2), or we may jux-
tapose a (−1)-BRD(v; 4; 3) with a (−1)-BRD(v; 4; 5).
Corollary 29. If v≡ 4 (mod 12) and v¿4, then a (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 8) exists.
Remark 30. If we have a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD, then, ignoring the signing, we also have
a (4; 2) GDD of the same type. Now, giving these points a weight of 1 in Theorem 4,
and using a (−1)-BRD(4; 4; 3) as the ingredient, we get a (−2)-(4; 6) BRGDD, also
with the same group type. Juxtaposing this BRGDD with the original BRGDD gives
a (−2)-(4; 8) BRGDD with the original group type.
Example 31. A (−2)-BRD(10; 4; 8) over Z9 ∪{∞}. We have the following base blocks
(note that the 5rst two base blocks have a short cycle):
{−∞; 0; 3; 6} {∞; 0; 3; 6} {∞;−0; 1;−4} {∞; 0;−2;−4}
{0;−1;−2; 4} {0; 1;−2;−5} {0;−1;−3; 4} {0; 1;−3;−5}
A (−2)-BRD(22; 4; 8) over Z21 ∪{∞}. We have the following base blocks (note that
the 5rst two base blocks have a short cycle):
{−∞; 0; 7; 14} {∞; 0; 7; 14} {∞;−0; 1; 10} {−∞; 0; 2; 7}
{−0; 1;−3; 7} {−0; 1;−3; 9} {−0;−1; 5; 7} {−0; 1; 5;−8}
{−0;−1; 5; 11} {−0; 1;−5; 12} {−0;−1; 6; 9} {−0; 2;−4; 12}
{−0; 2;−5; 11} {−0;−2; 5; 13} {−0; 3; 7;−15} {−0; 3;−9; 13}
A (−2)-BRD(34; 4; 8) over Z33 ∪{∞}. We have the following base blocks (note that
the 5rst two base blocks have a short cycle):
{−∞; 0; 11; 22} {∞; 0; 11; 22} {−∞; 0;−4; 5} {−∞; 0;−4; 5}
{−0; 2;−6; 17} {−0;−1; 3; 10} {−0;−2; 10; 22} {−0;−4; 13; 19}
{−0; 2; 6;−17} {−0; 1; 3;−10} {−0; 2;−10; 22} {−0; 4; 13;−19}
{−0; 5;−15; 22} {−0;−1; 4; 16} {−0;−1; 6; 14} {−0;−2; 9; 12}
{−0; 5; 15;−22} {−0; 1;−4; 16} {−0; 1;−6; 14} {−0; 2; 9;−12}
{−0;−3; 8; 17} {−0; 6;−13; 25} {0; 3; 8; 17} {−0; 6; 13;−25}
Lemma 32. A (−2)-BRD(46; 4; 8) exists.
Proof. Obtain a 0-(7; 2) BRGDD of type 38 from Lemma 9 and remove 3 groups to
get a 0-({4; 5}; 2) BRGDD of type 35; use this as a master in Theorem 4, giving these
points a weight of 3, with ingredients from Lemma 14, to get a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of
type 95. By Remark 30, we have a (−2)-(4; 8) BRGDD of type 95; 5ll these groups,
using an in5nite point, via Theorem 5.
Lemma 33. A (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 8) exists for v∈{58; 82; 142}.
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Table 12
Examples of constructions using Theorem 7
70=7 ∗ 10 94=10 ∗ (13− 4) + 4 130=13 ∗ 10 190=19 ∗ 10
Proof. Obtain a 0-(5; 2) BRGDD of type m5 from Lemma 10 or Lemma 11 and
truncate a group to get a 0-({4; 5}; 2) BRGDD of type m4r1; use this as a master in
Theorem 4, giving these points a weight of 3, with ingredients from Lemma 14, to get
a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of type 3m43r1. By Remark 30, we have a (−2)-(4; 8) BRGDD
of type 3m43r1. Take (m; 3r)= (4; 9), (6; 9) and (10; 21); 5ll these groups, using an
in5nite point, via Theorem 5 to get our BRDs.
Theorem 34. A (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 8) exists provided
(1) v≡ 1 (mod 6); or
(2) v≡ 4 (mod 12), and v¿52; or
(3) v≡m (mod 48), and v¿vm, where vm is given below.
m 10 22 34 46
vm 106 118 178 238
Proof. Parts (1) and (2) follow from the existence of 0-BRD(v; 4; 2)’s, and Lemma 28.
For (3), we may apply Lemma 15 with 3r=9, 21, 33 or 45, and n even. We may
then 5ll the resulting BRGDD using an extra point, noting that (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 8)’s
exist for v=3r + 1 and v=6n+ 1 with n even.
We summarize the results of this subsection (including Table 12) in the next theorem.
Theorem 35. If v≡ 1 (mod 3) and v¿4, then a (−2)-BRD(v; 4; 8) exists.
7. The cases with c positive
The open cases with c¿0 all have c=  − 2. Once we are able to show that a
4-BRD(v; 4; 6) exists for all v¿5, we can juxtapose such a BRD with a BIBD to
deal with all c¿4. For the 3-BRD(v; 4; 5) open cases, namely v∈{52; 76}, we may
juxtapose a 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) and a BIBD. The cases with c=1 or 2 are dealt with below.
7.1. c = 1
Here we consider the 1-BRD(v; 4; 3) open cases, namely v∈{16; 40; 44; 45; 52; 53; 68;
69; 76; 77; 88; 93; 101}; we know that v=4 and 5 are impossible. The necessary and
suMcient conditions for the existence of a BIBD(v; 4; 3) are that v≡ 0; 1
(mod 4).
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Example 36. Here we give base blocks for a number of 1-BRD(v; 4; 3) diIerence
families.
A 1-BRD(40; 4; 3) over Z39 ∪{∞}.
{∞;−0; 8; 10} {−0; 1; 4; 33} {−0;−1; 14; 19} {0; 1; 17; 36}
{0; 2; 6; 13} {−0; 2;−14; 17} {0; 5; 13; 28} {0;−5; 14; 20}
{−0; 7; 16; 28} {0; 8; 17; 29}
A 1-BRD(44; 4; 3) over Z43 ∪{∞}.
{∞;−0; 20; 35} {13; 19; 29;−30} {12; 17; 31; 38} {1; 2; 25;−32}
{3; 5; 14;−24} {8; 16; 28; 33} {−18; 21; 23;−39} {27; 34;−36; 42}
{4; 7; 37; 41} {6; 9; 10; 22} {−11; 15; 26; 40}
A 1-BRD(45; 4; 3) over Z45.
{1;−2; 12; 40} {3; 5; 25; 32} {−10; 22;−27; 36} {19; 31; 34; 44}
{20; 29; 35;−43} {13; 14; 24;−42} {7; 26; 33;−37} {6;−9; 11; 15}
{18; 21; 23; 39} {16; 17; 30; 38} {4; 8;−28; 41}
A 1-BRD(53; 4; 3) over Z53.
{−1; 2; 14;−4} {16; 32; 12; 11} {44; 35; 33;−17} {15; 30; 51; 7}
{−28; 3; 21;−6} {24;−48; 18; 43} {13; 26; 23; 52} {49; 45; 50; 37}
{42; 31; 5;−9} {36; 19;−27; 38} {46; 39; 8;−25} {47;−41; 22; 29}
{10; 20; 34; 40}
A 1-BRD(68; 4; 3) over Z67 ∪{∞}.
{∞; 40; 0;−41} {−16; 60; 18; 63} {51; 64; 66; 21} {46; 47;−1; 55}
{−17; 42;−26; 7} {−39; 32;−5; 44} {37; 6; 50; 33} {25; 61; 53; 10}
{−48; 45; 65; 59} {−30; 15; 34; 36} {29; 28; 54; 58} {12; 9;−43; 19}
{24; 52; 35; 14} {−57; 4;−62; 27} {38; 3; 56; 22} {2; 13; 8; 20}
{−23; 11;−49; 31}
A 1-BRD(69; 4; 3) over Z69.
{−55; 11; 68;−39} {−27; 23; 36; 34} {59; 52; 20; 57} {38; 3; 31; 46}
{38; 21;−6; 67} {−66; 15;−37; 11} {21; 46; 66; 7} {37; 51; 40; 59}
{−9; 55; 43;−19} {−10;−26; 16; 68} {68; 64; 20; 26} {50; 55; 68; 19}
{−46;−25; 26; 27} {−5; 57; 21;−52} {42; 33; 48; 14} {37; 61; 64; 38}
{−14; 44; 35;−32}
A 1-BRD(77; 4; 3) over Z77.
{−36; 31; 17; 51} {66; 52; 35; 64} {−20; 10;−65; 49} {51; 31; 4; 29}
{69;−60; 40; 14} {50; 35; 76; 58} {−31; 23;−59; 32} {41; 59; 35; 48}
{51; 7;−58; 61} {58; 54; 55; 42} {−21; 42;−54; 7} {27; 38; 6;−4}
{−71; 19; 22; 26} {56; 49; 9; 59} {−25;−46; 29; 64} {71; 19; 11; 35}
{−41; 66; 8; 17} {67; 66; 27; 61} {−37; 0;−6; 72}
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A 1-BRD(101; 4; 3) over Z101.
We multiply each of the following 5ve blocks by 1, 95, 36, 87 and 84 to generate
the 25 base blocks in our diIerence family.
{1;−2; 4;−8} {16; 32; 64;−27} {54; 7; 14; 28} {56; 11; 22; 44}
{88; 75;−49; 98}
Theorem 37. When v≡ 0; 1 (mod 4) and v¿5, the necessary conditions are suCcient
for the existence of a 1-BRD(v; 4; 3).
Proof. If v∈{16; 52; 76; 88}, we may juxtapose a 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) and a BIBD(v; 4; 1); if
v∈{40; 44; 45; 53; 68; 69; 77; 101}, a 1-BRD(v; 4; 3) was given in Example 36. If v=93,
we may take the (4; 1) GDD of type 2951 given in [3, pp. 3–4], and use this as the
master, with points getting a weight of 4. For the ingredient, we take a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD
of type 44 given in Lemma 10, juxtaposed with a TD(4; 4) for a 1-(4; 3) BRGDD of
type 44; from Theorem 4, we get a 1-(4; 3) BRGDD of type 89201, and we may 5ll
the groups using an extra point, via Theorem 5. The remaining values were established
in [6].
7.2. c = 2
Here we consider the 2-BRD(v; 4; 4) open cases, namely v∈{46; 52; 76; 94}; we
know v=4 is impossible. The necessary and suMcient conditions for the existence
of a BIBD(v; 4; 4) are that v≡ 1 (mod 3).
Theorem 38. If v≡ 1 (mod 3), then the necessary conditions for the existence of a
2-BRD(v; 4; 4), namely that v =4, are suCcient.
Proof. For v=46, we have a 0-(4; 2) BRGDD of type 95 by taking q=7 in Lemma 19;
the unsigned version of this is a (4; 2) GDD of type 95. Juxtaposing these two designs
gives a 2-(4; 4) BRGDD of type 95, which we may 5ll with a 2-BRD(10; 4; 4) using
an in5nite point, by Theorem 5.
If v=52 and 76, we may juxtapose a 0-BRD(v; 4; 2) and a BIBD(v; 4; 2).
For v=94, we have a 0-BRD(13; 4; 2) missing a 0-BRD(4; 4; 2) subdesign given in
Table 7; ignoring the signs, we also have a BIBD(13; 4; 2) missing a BIBD(4; 4; 2) sub-
design. A 2-BRD(13; 4; 4) missing a 2-BRD(4; 4; 4) subdesign results from juxtaposing
these designs, as well as a 2-BRD(13; 4; 4), using a regular 0-BRD(13; 4; 2). Now we
may apply Theorem 7 with v=10, u=9 and w=4 to obtain our subdesign.
The remaining values were established in [6].
7.3. c = 4
Here we consider the 4-BRD(v; 4; 6) open cases, namely v∈{11; 35; 38; 39; 45}; we
know v=4 and v=5 are impossible. The necessary and suMcient conditions for the
existence of a BIBD(v; 4; 6) are that v¿4.
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Example 39. Here we give base blocks for some 4-BRD(v; 4; 6) diIerence families.
A 4-BRD(35; 4; 6) over Z35.
{0; 1; 3; 27} {0;−4; 16; 22} {10; 20; 15; 25} {5; 10; 25;−30}
{15; 30; 5; 20} {0; 1; 7;−9} {0; 2; 14; 18} {−0; 3; 21;−27}
{0; 4; 28; 1} {−0;−6; 7; 19} {0; 8; 21; 2} {0; 9; 28; 11}
{0; 11; 7; 29} {0; 12; 14; 3} {0; 13; 21; 12} {0; 16; 7; 4}
{0; 17; 14; 13}
A 4-BRD(38; 4; 6) over Z37 ∪{∞}.
{∞; 0;−10; 11} {∞; 0; 16; 25} {−0; 2; 15; 20} {0; 4; 30; 3}
{0; 8; 23; 6} {−0;−16; 9; 12} {0; 32;−18; 24} {1; 36; 5; 32}
{−4; 33; 20; 17} {16; 21; 6; 31} {27; 10; 24; 13} {34; 3; 22; 15}
{25; 32; 14; 23} {26; 11; 19; 18} {30; 7; 2; 35} {9; 28; 8; 29}
{0; 1; 13; 30} {−0; 26; 5; 3} {0; 10; 19; 4}
A 4-BRD(39; 4; 6) over Z39.
{−21; 10; 24;−32} {13; 8; 26; 5} {6; 28; 33; 4} {1; 2; 31; 33}
{37; 32;−36; 7} {17; 0; 23; 4} {1; 16; 15; 9} {5; 32; 3; 36}
{−10; 17;−3; 16} {14; 30; 3; 36} {17; 32; 7; 4} {16; 22; 3; 7}
{−37;−34; 19; 0} {1; 8; 24; 4} {1; 2; 10; 23} {24; 5; 3; 0}
{−3; 23;−14; 30} {29; 33; 2; 4} {38; 20; 3; 15}
Theorem 40. If v¿4, then the necessary conditions for the existence of a
4-BRD(v; 4; 6), namely that v =4, are suCcient with the deAnite exception of v=5.
Proof. A 4-BRD(11; 4; 6) was presented in Table 6; for v∈{35; 38; 39}, a
4-BRD(v; 4; 6) was given in Example 39; if v=45, we may juxtapose a 1-BRD(45; 4; 3)
and a BIBD(45; 4; 3). The remaining values were established in [6].
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